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Agenda
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u What’s On People’s Minds?

u Anthropology’s Career 
Readiness Commission

u Professionalization

u Exercises

u Training Modules

u Resources from 
https://anthrocareerready.net



What’s On People’s Minds?
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Why did you come 
to this workshop?
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Our stakeholders are highlighting the 
future for anthropological training
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u Instructors

u Students

u Practitioners

“My department isn't doing enough to prepare our students 
for their careers!”

“I was thrilled to find practitioners that had the same 
feelings that I have had for years—that academic anthro 
has ignored Anthro’s great value outside of university.”

“Anthropology needs to support a practitioner arm of the 
discipline.”

Building Careers in Anthropology Conference 
May 13, 2022, Fordham University, NYA Sample of Key 

Takeaways



Anthropology’s 
Career Readiness Commission
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u Who We Are:
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An independent network of instructors, 
practitioners, and students from all four subfields 

Improve anthropological training so students are 
ready to apply their knowledge and skills at work

May 2021

u Our Goal:

u Launch:

Cultural . Linguistic . Biological . Archaeology

1) Most U.S. anthropology programs do not prepare 
students for careers in industry, non-profits, or 
government; 2) Anthropology enrollment is down

u Rationale:



Here are the anthropology associations 
supporting the Commission to date
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AAA Task Force on Anthropology in Practice Settings

Society for Anthropology in Community Colleges



What outputs has the Commission produced 
since May 2021?
u Website

u Resources repository

u Skill building and problem-solving tools

u Workshop and plenary recordings from 
the Building Careers in Anthropology 
Conference

u World of Work blog

u Training modules to improve 
anthropology’s public presence/voice

u Linked-In group

u Bi-monthly newsletters and 
Commission-wide meetings
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An inclusive community

Make sure your instructors and 
students are aware of this website

https://anthrocareerready.net 



Professionalization 
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Let’s clarify

Professionalization:
Social process whereby 

people come to engage in 
an activity for pay or as a 

means of livelihood

u Professional: Someone 
possessing distinctive 
qualifications

u Profession: Occupation, 
employment, work, job, 
craft, métier, or trade
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… and focus attention 
on key attributes
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Professionalization:
Social process whereby 

people come to engage in 
an activity for pay or as a 

means of livelihood

u Professional: Someone 
possessing distinctive 
qualifications

u Profession: Occupation, 
employment, work, job, 
craft, métier, or trade



Consider how well your program’s curriculum 
encompasses these three elements

u Knowledge

u Skills

u Experiences
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• Anthropological concepts
• Theory
• Ethnographies/literature
• Domains/focus areas
• Ethics

• Field schools
• Client-based projects
• Service learning with community members
• Developing an SOW
• Civic action initiatives
• Explaining anthropology’s value to others

• Crafting unbiased questions
• Networking
• Writing for a general audience
• Analysis
• Presentation development/delivery
• Solutions mindset

✅



Consider when to introduce 
specific training
u Showcasing careers applying anthropology is better 

earlier in a course or program than at the end

u Tying instruction in skill development to individual 
courses (e.g., content analysis to Methods; solutions 
mindset to Ethics) helps ensure some level of proficiency

u Inviting alumni and practitioners regularly to 
departmental events/activities allows students to begin 
building their professional networks

u Conducting a class project for a client prior to 
graduation reaps many benefits (e.g., participation in a 
collaborative effort, project planning/management, field 
work, presentation development/delivery)
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Exercises 
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Practitioners are repeatedly quizzed about 
anthropology

u Employers and clients don’t 
want generalities; they need to 
know how anthropology can 
help with their work

u Your task: Create some pithy 
responses to help your students 
understand how to answer 
these three questions
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1. 

2. 

3. 

Work together in break-out groups



Collaboration is a highly valued workplace 
skill
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u You want to create a 2-week, small group assignment involving 
observation and documentation of a public space (e.g., food court, gym, 
ER waiting room)

u Your task – Respond to these questions:

u What tips (e.g., team roles, project management, pattern identification, 
co-thinking) will you offer the students before the assignment begins? 

u How will you assess the students’ teamwork process? What lessons can you 
pass on to your students from collaborating with your colleagues on the 
previous exercise?

u What do you anticipate will be the biggest lessons students will learn related 
to collaboration?

Work on this exercise later, on your own



Training Modules
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Anthropologists on the Public Stage is a set 
of six training modules with exercises

1. Develop an Idea Worth Sharing

2. Connect with the Media

3. Tell a Great Story

4. Influence Policy Development

5. Increase Public Awareness

6. Promote Yourself and Anthropology
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Access them soon: https://anthrocareerready.net

Use these trainings in class or individuallyu Anthropology’s visibility in the 
public is still lower than desired

u COVID-19 helped to accelerate a 
greater public presence

u These six web-based trainings 
build on this trend to inspire 
more anthropologists to enter 
the public sphere

u Specific exercises offer 
opportunities to practice new 
skills

https://anthrocareerready.net/
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Resources on 
https://anthrocareerready.net 
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Resources Repository
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• 265+ resources to date
• Types (e.g., articles, podcasts, client 

proposals, presentations, workshops)
• Materials from all subfields
• Searchable 
• Categorized into 4 groups

1. History and current state of 
applied/practicing anthropology

2. Teaching and pedagogical approaches
3. Careers in industry, non-profits, and 

government
4. Career and professionalism resources

• Soon-to-be tagged
• Form to submit own resources (soon-to-be 

added)



Skill Building and Problem-solving Tools
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u For Students
u Work Characteristics and Conditions

u Interview Checklist

u How Proficient Are You? Take the Quiz

u Job Titles to Explore

u Skill Translator

u For Instructors
u Applying Anthropology in the Workplace

u What’s Missing from Anthropology Training?

u Program Options When Introducing or Expanding 
Practice

u Components of Successful Applied Programs

u Program Strategies to Counter Opposition 

How do we address what practitioners say 
was missing in their anthropology training? 

To help them get a job? To help them do their current job?’

Places to Start 
● Add More Methods Courses ● Build Connections with Organizations 

● Design Skills-based Fieldwork ● Develop Class Projects with External Clients 
● Explore Anthropology Associations’ Career Resources 

 ● Investigate https://anthrocareerready.net ● Invite Practitioners to Lecture 
● Offer Professional Development Training ● Seek Mentoring from Program Alumni



Recordings: Building Careers in Anthropology 
Conference
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Twelve Workshops
1. Teaching Students to Practice
2. Does Your Elevator Pitch Position You for Opening 

Doors?
3. Becoming an Entrepreneurial Anthropologist
4. Bringing Anthropology into Consumer Research
5. Rework Your Teamwork: Techniques for Leaders 

and Team Members
6. Getting Networking to Work for You
7. Skill Building for Success
8. Anthropological Storytelling through Social Media
9. How to Straddle Academic and Industry Jobs
10.Nailing the Interview
11.Personal Professional Development with Learning 

Contracts
12.Organizational Consulting and the 

Anthropological Lens

Three Plenaries

1. The Commission and Its Work
2. Anthro-Vision: Why a World Drowning 

in AI Needs a Second AI (Gillian Tett)
3. The Way Forward: What’s Next?



World of Work Blog

u How can I apply my anthropology 
experience to get the job I want? 

u Why should anthropologists be active on 
LinkedIn?

u A love letter to anthropology

u How can I increase my anthropological 
impact?

u How can students learn to talk about the 
relevance of anthropology?

u How do you create a results-oriented 
resume?

u How do I help my students find work?

u I saw reference to “T-shaped 
qualifications.” What is that?
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Anthropologists on the Public Stage
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Six Training Modules to Improve Anthropology’s Public Presence and Voice



Sign Up for Our LinkedIn Group

u Here’s what you do:
u Click on https://www.linkedin.com/groups/12588845/

u Click on “Join” and that button disappears

u Here’s why you do it:
u Get late breaking updates

u Receive notifications of new World of Work Blog posts
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https://www.linkedin.com/groups/12588845/


Thank you for your interest 
and attention!
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Elizabeth.Briody@gmail.com


